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Leasing Market

Leasing business vs trends in Polish economy (1)
Labour market / demography

The umeployed number (in millions)

 Explicit reduction of the unemployed within last 3 years is seen as an
effect as well as cause of Polish economy development.
 The uneployment rate is very low as for our economy (currently 8,8%)
and it would be hard with further lowering. The upward trend in
employing in Polish economy would be halted, at the same time, by the
lowering number of people of working age. It was reduced by over
800 thousands within last 5 years and up to 228 thousands last year.

People of working age (mln) – left axis
Employed in GN (mln) – right axis

 Those trends would impose serious investments in automation of
production and modernisation of Polish economy. The leasing
business would actively support this process. It is likely that we could
expect the investment boom in the field of machines.

Domestic demand
 The consumers’ expenses stabilize the growth rate of economy.
 The 500+ program means additional 17,3 billion of PLN this year and
23 billion of PLN in 2017. It would increase the private consumption
dynamics.
 The additional demand in large part would be supported by SME sector
focused on the domestic market. Those are the clients of leasing
business, for whom the growing consumers’ expenses are the
execution of the investment’s guarantor.

Retail environment of goods (fixed cost) [y/y]

Leasing business vs trends in Polish economy (2)
The growing role of leasing in financing domestic investments
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 Year by year the role of
leasing business grows in
financing investments,
especially the movable
companies investments.
 We assume that the
leasing business would
finance up to 43,1 % of
financial investments of
companies into movable
assest this year.
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Leasing business in creating GDP

Share of financing of leasing business in total (GDP in Poland)

 The leasing business has a wider impact on GDP creation.
As of 31.12.2015

 The relation of value of investments co-financed by the leasing business to total
GDP in Poland is currently on notably higher level that in most EU countries.
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Leasing business vs trends in Polish economy – high correlation within main
economy businesses
Industry sector

Construction sector
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Assets financed by leasing companies
Comments:

Financing in total

+ 24,2%

+ 17,7%

+ 12,6%
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 After 16,3 % growth obtained last year on the
leasing market, in H1 2015, in 2016 we can observe
a further dynamic development of the market:
 3,0% y/y for Q1
 22,8 % y/y for Q2
 Value of assets financed in H1 amounted to almost
PLN 28,1 bln and exceeded the highest result ever
observed in Q1 2015
 The market dynamic obtained this year reflected
extensively investment activity of Polish
businessmen, mostly in micro area and small
companies. It happens because of the lack of
essential new legal factors, which additionally could
increase the demand for leasing companies’
services.
 The Q2 low dynamics resulted from discontinuity of
effective spending the EU funds from next financial
perspective.
 The structure of the total financing market remains
quite balanced (light vehicles, machinery, heavy
transport), with significantly lower than in Western
Europe involvement of real estate financing.

Assets financed with leasing
Comments :

Financing with leasing

+ 29,5%

+ 19,4%

+ 23,9%

in mln PLN

24 766
19 983

11 692

2015

13 074

2016

10 954

 After the 16,7 % result in 2015, the dynamic of
assets financed with leasing amounted to 23,9 %
in H1 2016.
 Leasing is still the main tool of investment financing
by leasing companies. 88.2% of all assets were
financed with leasing, which is slightly less than in
2015, when this share amounted to 85.2%.
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 For this reason, the dynamics of changes on the
leasing market and their nature are parallel to the
changes observed on the whole market of asset
financing. The results reflect more the
businessmen’s actual interest in financing
investments, as they are not as much distorted by
the impact of the end of financial perspective of
2007-2013.
 Structure of leasing market is characterized by a
greater share of light vehicles and comparable
shares of heavy transport and machinery.

Assets financed with loans
Comments:

Financing with loans

in mln PLN
- 7,0%

- 19,2%

- 14,4%

3 869
3 313
2015
2 328

 The evident slowdown of loan market in Q1 2016 because of
the break of EU funds spending between the next financial
perspectives as well as very high base of Q2 2015, when there
were the agriculture investments financed from the 2007-2013
EU perspective.

2016
1 880

1 541 1 433

I - III

 After high growth rate of assets financed with loan to 14.1% in
2015, the dynamics decreased to -14,4 % this year.
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Structure of items financed with loans
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 This years’ slowdown of loan market we can evaluate as
relatively shallow, which indicates the higher independence of
this part of the market from the bailout of argiculture. Such
situation resulted from the fact that the loans dynamically
increased in many categories of fixed assets, mostly in vehicle
market (the growth of new production by 56,1 % in the Q1
2016).
 Purchase of machinery is still the main type of investments
financed with loans, but its share successively decreases
every year. This year its share is 34,7 % of all movable assets
financed with loans, while in 2015 it was 44,8 % and 2 years
back – 52,5 %. It resulted from the growing meaning of
vehicles, which account for 42,9 % of movable assets in loans.
Gradual diversifying of loan market proceeds.
 The lower dynamics of loan segment resulted in the decline of
loan share in financing the movable assets: up to 11,9 % this
year, 14,8% in 2015 and 15,6% in 2016.
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 The total value of active portfolio as on 30th June 2016
 amounting to PLN 97.24 billion (PLN 89.36 billion for
movables and PLN 7.88 billion for real estate) is comparable
with the value of the balance within investment loans
granted by banks to companies (PLN 107.1 billion as on
30.06.2016). Leasing is still the main, next to the loan, external
source of investment financing in the economy.
 The value of active portfolio in the past 12 months has
increased by 20.9%, increasing within this period by PLN 16.8
billion.
 Data provided by the National Bank of Poland indicates slight
acceleration of the dynamics within the lending actively of
banks in the area of investments. Within the past 12 months
the balance of investment loans in banks has increased by
9,9%, comparing to 10,0% in 2015.

0%

-5%

Engagement into leasing market and banking sector into financing the investment
companies in Poland.

Leasing market

Banking sector

The value of active portfolio in
leasing and loan

Balance of investment credits for
companies and households**

87,8 bln PLN

134,4 bln PLN

Equity capital*

Equity capital*

6,1 bln PLN

179,7 bln PLN

14 : 1

3:4

The similar standard of investment financing in economy by the leasing
companies and banks, while incomparably smaller capital of own leasing
market.
* Estimated by Polish Leasing Association
** Including 33,0 bln PLN of households credits

As of 31.12.2015

Assets financed by the leasing companies – division according to annual turnover criteria
Comments

:

 Presented results are approximative, because of
relatively low market representation (there are
gathered data of 36% of companies of the market).
 The provisional numbers show that the leasing market
supports mostly micro sector and small companies.
Those are the clients whose annual turnover is up to 5
mln PLN and the numbers are: 47,9% for leasing and
60,9% for loans. They are classified as micro companies
according to Ministry of Economy criteria.
 The most common cathegory of fixed assets which is
leased are light vehicles for the clients of avarage rate
to 5 mln PLN. They make a 27,3% of total financing in
leasing (out of 22,3% for passanger cars). For financing
machinery for clients of avarage rate to 5 mln PLN,
including 29% share in total production of leasing
companies in loans.
 Leasing market in marginal extent finances the public
sector.
 Also the individual clients are a marginal area of leasing
companies’ operation, and their investment needs are
financed mainly with loans (most commonly passanger
cars).
* Public and private enterprises, including sole proprietorships
** JST (local authority), state administration

Trends in groups – financing in total
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Trends in groups – light vehicles

Total value of financing light vehicles
(leasing + loan) [mln PLN]

Objective structure of light vehicle
market
Delivery
vehicles
and trucks
up to 3.5
tons

Passenger
cars

Comments:
 Light vehicles – longterm growth of leasing in in Q2 2015. The result of leasing market is highly correlated with the increase of
registered new passanger and delivery vehicles: of 19,0% y/y in Q1 2016, to 240,5 thousands of pcs. Good results on automotive
markets can be observed in most of European countries.
 Stable growth of light transport is relared with the trends in Polish economy: domestic demand grows based on the consumers’
expenses (which drives the retail trade turnover), shapes up the finance condition of enterprises, shapes up the consumers’
mood. The fiscal impulse for vehicle purchase is still valid, especially in premium segment (50% VAT- while purchasing + 50%
VAT from fuel). This is evident in the increasing number of vehicle registrations for companies than for individuals.
 OSD - passenger vehicles and trucks (up to 3.5 t) financing segment deals mostly with passanger vehicles, but this year we can
observe the growth of meaning of delivery vehicles and trucks up to 3,5 tons. It results on the one hand from higher interest in
financing vehicles from this segment with loans, and on the other hand – from significant growth of retail trade turnover.

Trends in groups – heavy transport
Total value of financing heavy vehicles
(leasing + loan) [mln PLN]

Objective structure of heavy transport
market
Other

Buses
autobusy
9%9%

pozostałe
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2%
2%

Planes,
samoloty,
ships, kolej
statki,
railway
6% 6%

poj.up to
Trucks
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3.5
tons 15%

powyżej 3,5
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15%

ciągniki
Tractors
siodłowe
48%
naczepy/przy
Trailers/sem
czepy
i-trailers
20% 20%

Comments:
 Dynamic growth of financing heavy transport in 2016, in most categories of this segment. The progress is correlated with 27,8%
dynamics of vehicle registration in Q1 2016.
 This year’s increase of financing result from the exchange the old vehicles for the new ones, which meet the Euro 6 standards
(it’s important in international transport because of lower tolls) and from processes happening within the economy: thanks to
eurozone’s revival (and also our export) and domestic demand growth in Poland. Also the cooperation with leasing companies
with municipal transport companies matter (city bus financing) as well as the stability of fuel prices (oil price below 50 USD/b in
avarage).
 The mood in the financing the transport industry remains good and shows the tolerance of Polish transport market, despite the
problems with growing protectionism of EU countries (MiLoG in Germany, Loi Macron in France since 01.07.2016), Russia putting
embargo on Polish transport and food.

Trends in groups – machines and other devices, including IT

Total value of financing machines and IT
(leasing + loan) [mln PLN]

Objective structure of machines and IT
market
Other
machines
and
devices
32,9%

Building
equipment
12.6%

Medical
equipment
4.5%

Machines
for food
industry
4,7%

Argiculture
machines
21.3%

Printing
machines
3.7%
Machines for
plastic
treatment
15,3%

Comments:
 Machines financing this year was influenced by the end of EU perspective 2007-2013. It is seen mainly when we observe the
argiculture machines’ turnover in loan segment, where the financing lowered from 46,8% in Q2 by 38,9% y/y in Q1 2016. Such
declines happened also in other categories associated with EU funds absorption.
 The sector of Machines financed with leasing was rather low in Q1 2016, concerning the development of economy (GDP based
on domestic demands) and high utilisation of production capacity in Polish companies. Only in June the dynamics of financing
jumped to 16,2% y/y (from -1,1% y/y in I-V 2016), which means we can expect higher dynamics of machines in leasing for the rest
of the year.

Trends in groups – Real Estate

Total value of financing Real Estate
(leasing + loan) [mln PLN]

Objective structure of Real Estate market

Industry
Budynki
buildings
przemysłowe
27%
27%

Others
Inne
3%
33%

Hotels
Hotele i
15%
obiekty
rekreacyjne
15%

Obiekty
Office
biurowe
centers
11%
11%

Obiekty
Malls
handlowe
i
14%
usługowe
14%

Comments:
 Decline of financing real estate in Q1 2016 for51,5% y/y, because of leasing and loan segments. Poor outcome of last 6 months
mostly because of Q1 when there were financed asstets worth only 82,5 MPLN.
 This years’ decline of assets’ value results from lower avarage transaction (5,47 mln PLN this year vs 9,85 mln PLN in Q1 2015),
because the number of signed contracts remained unchainged (reported 62 toward 67 in Q1 2015).
 Financing real estate becomes a niche market for leasing companies – this year there were 10 contracts signed by companies
belonging to PLA, while in 2015 there were 11. Real estate share in financed asstets in total was of 1,2% this year, comparing
2,9% for the whole 2015.

 Objective structure of the real estate market remains stable (the main share belongs to industrial buildings).

Results of
Evaluation of
Economic Situation

Evaluation of leasing industry economic situation
2Q 2016 / 1Q 2016

3Q 2016 / 2Q 2016

Employment – number of
employees and associates
Portfolio quality – number of
disolved contracts

Market activity – number
of new applications
New production – value of
concluded contracts

Significant
drop
Drop
No changes
Growth
Significant
growth

Comments::
 The study concerns the assessment of the economic situation and is conducted among the people responsible for sale in
leasing companies associated in the Polish Leasing Association.
 The data refer to the evaluation of the passing period, and trends for the next quarter. The percent amounts determine
what share of the surveyed companies have chosen a particular answer.
 The surveyed companies expect stabilisation of the quality of the leasing portfolio, a gradual increase of employment
and positive dynamics for the new production in Q3 2016.

New production – predicted nature of changes within the groups
Passenger, delivery vehicles and trucks
up to 3.5 tons

Heavy
transport

Signif. Drop
Drop

No changes
Growth
Signif. Growth

Machines and other devices
including IT

Not included

Real estate

Comments:
 The study determines how, by representatives of leasing companies, the value of financed assets in Q3 will change comparing to
Q2 2016
 The predicted nature of the changes was specified by main groups of fixed assets financed by the leasing industry.
 In Q3 2016 the surveyed companies expect higher level of financing within all categories of fixed assets and forecast the best
perspective for the growth within machinery and IT equipment financing. They expect lower growth for the financing of light
vehicles and heavy transport, and the least improvement is forecasted for the real estate sector.

Macroeconomic
Surrounding

Recovery in domestic demand – supported with the labour market data
assessed with the level of the dynamics of employment in companies
Comments:
15
14

 Polish economy may notice the significantly decreased
unemployment rate (of 1,4 % in the half of 2016) and
stable improvement on the labour market.

Stopa bezrobocia rejestrowanego [%] wg GUS
Rate of registered unemployment [%] by Central
Statistical Office

Stopa bezrobocia wg BAEL [%, wyrównana sezonowo]
Unemployment rate by BAEL [% adjusted seasonally]
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 We expect the unemployment rate to fall down, but
the pace of improvement starts to slow down (to 1,6%
for I-V 2016).
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Growth of employment in the sector of
10+ companies of 50 thous. employees
within the last 5 months. Only in June
of 19 thous.

 Stabilization of improvement on the labour market can
be seen in the employment data for June: a growth in
annual employment changes in companies employing
over 10 people to 3.1% from 2.6% on average for the
previous 5 months. Comparing the level m / m in June
the employment growth is expected to be the highest
since 2007.
 The positive trends would stay stable in 2016, but the
scale of improvement on the labour marker won’t be
as much visible as last year.
 Demography (decrease in 2015 of manpower in
Poland for 228 thousands of people, meaning over
0,9%) lowers the dynamics of employing in economy
from 1,4% y/y in 2015 to 0,9% this year. We expect
the unemployment rate to fall at the end of 2016 to
8.7% (annualy for 1,1%). It is indicated by the
employers plans, job offers and changes in economy.

Positive trends on the labour market will stay the same in 2016
According to National Bank of Poland
data, in Q3 2016 19,0% of companies
plan salary rises (slightly less than in
Q2; +3,0%. y/y)
Index of employement forecast [accord. To National Bank of Poland, data not
adjusted seasonally]
Index of employment forecast [accord. To Manpower, data adjusted seasonally]

Enterprises percentage
Employment percentage

Long-term avarage [% companies]
Long-term avarage [% employed]

Current enterprises research show the
stable growth of employment
9
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 The available studies (GUS, NBP, PMI, Randstad, Manpower) indicate
a sustained increase in demand for new employees in companies,
but these plans are more stable.

4
4

05-05

Comments:

 A record level of available job offers and employers plans show, that we can expect the increase of salaries. In nominal terms the
growth of salaries would increase from 3,5% y/y in 2015 to4,5% in 2016. The wage pressure would stay stable, concerning the
low unemployment rate, scale of payment rises in 2007-2008 and the growing number of job offers per 1 unemployed. It is
evident that influx of Eastern workers (Ukraine mostly) eases the wage pressure.

Stable labour market is reflected in growth of private consumption
Comments:
Payroll fund within 10+ companies grew of 8% y/y
in Q2, after 9,4% in June 2016. It’s better than
5,6% in 2015

 Trends on the labour market (employment growth
is accompanied by 5.0% y/y wage growth in 2016)
would increase in disposable income: on average
8% this year.
 With a projected further growth of wages at
approx. 3.0% y/y, we may expect steady growth in
consumer demand

Real payroll fund (corporate sector) [% y/y]
Real salary growth [% y/y]

 The higher reading for retail sale for June (6,5% y/y
and 4,3% y/y in may) suggest we began to see the
500+ Program effects.
 We expect that thanks to this program the
dynamics of consumer spendings would increase
from 3,2% in Q1 2016 to approx. 4,1% y/y in Q2
2016. This factor would expire in Q2 2017. We
assume that in the whole 2016 private
consumption will increase for 3,8%.

Real sale of goods (fixed prices) y/y – left axis
Current index of consumer trust – right axis

Real sales has been
growing of circa 4,8%
y/y in Q1 2016

 Consumers’ spendings would stabilize the pace of
economy growth and would stay a guarantor for
SME investments.

Stable improvement of eurozone economy, including the most important for Poland –
German economy
PMI for industry in eurozone

GDP dynamics of eurozone [% y/y – seasonally adjusted]

Komentarz:
Growth of GDP of eurozone in Q4 for
1,6-1,7% y/y

Avarage PMI of industrial sector in
2016 at the level of 51,9 p.

Comments:
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 Stability of high growth of GDP in eurozone (1,7% y/y in Q1
2016, from 1,6% y/y in Germany). We expect the moderate
impact of Brexit on the dynamics of Euroland’s GDP in 2016. It
would rate 1,6% according to European Commission.
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 Private consumption growth will have an impact on economy
growth (unemployment rate lower by 1,5% within 2 years: to
10,1% in May 2016).
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Stabilny i wysoki poziom głównego wskaźnika
Stable and high level of German economy
koniunktury niemieckiej gospodarki (Ifo). Dynamika
boom (Ifo). Growing retail sale has an impact
PKB oparta o rosnącą sprzedaż detaliczną.
on GDP dynamics
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 Strong package supporting economy growth in eurozone:
quantitative easing (till the end of 2017) + low oil prices +
weak Euro + still good consumers and companies moods (53,1
points – total PMI for service and industry sector for June;
good Ifo). It balances upcoming threats (concern over banking
sector in Italy, migration crisis).

Stable activity in industry and the foreign imbalance ellimination as a main factor for
repositioning Poland among countries in the region
Comments:
 Stable labour market and relatively possitive economic
surrounding have an impact on the activity in industry and
foreign imbalance ellimination.

Trade balance (mln EUR) – left axis
Annual current account balance (% GDP) – right axis
Annual trade balance (% GDP) – right axis

 Data of Central Statistical Office in Poland on foreign trade
show that the improved economic situation in the `euro
area is a strong support for our export ( for 1,2% for I-V
2016, with 57% part in total foreign trade). The fall in
demand from Russia and Ukraine did not have such a
negative effect on economic activity in Poland (currently we
see positive dynamics of export on these markets).

Trade surplus for Jan-May
2016 is EUR 1,53 mln. Growth
of export for 1,6% y/y in 2016
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New orders in industry [% y/y}
Nowe
zmówienia w przemyśle [%, r/r]
Industry
production
adjusted seasonally
[% y/y]
Produkcja
przemysłowa
odsezonowana
[%, r/r]

30,4

 This year’s export rates are lowered by May: -10,4% y/y
according to EUR. I expect this fall as temporary, taking into
consideration results from June of production in export
businesses and still high PMI for 10 main trade partners
(52,2 points in VI and 51,0 in V).
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 This year's export growth similar to the original forecast of
7.4% for the whole 2016.
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Wzrostgrowth
produkcji
przemysłowej
3,3%
półroczu
Avarage
of industrial
production atothe
levelwofI 3,3%
y/y for2016
the
roku,
przemysłowym
(+4,7%
r/r za
last 6 wspierany
monts, thanksprzetwórstwem
to industrial manufacturing
(+4,7% y/y for
Jan-June),
evenI-VI),
the energetic
and mining
sectors are
lower
przy słabych
wynikach
górnictwa
i energetyki.

 In the second part of the year production would still be
supported by export, which is indicated by the growth of
foreign orders (according to GUS, PMI). Moreover, when the
500+ Program started, there is expected growth of domestic
orders.
 Last PMI readings (from 51,8 points in June) suggest the
increase of industrial production approx. 4,5-5,0% in 2016
comparing to 4,9% in last year.

We expect the economy growth to slow down this year to 3,4% from 3,6% indicated in 2015.
GDP dynamics adjusted seasonally – Poland [% y/y]

Q1 15 Q2 15 Q3 15 Q4 15 Q1 16

Unprecedented break in 8-quarter long
series of GDP dynamics ca. 3,5% y/y.

 GDP [%, y/y NSA]

3,6

3,1

3,4

4,3

3,0

 Impact of domestic
demand [pp.]:

+2,8

+2,9

+3,0

+4,4

+3,9

+0,8

+0,2

+0,4

-0,1

-0,9

3,1

3,1

3,1

3,0

3,2

 Investments
[%, y/y]:

11,8

5,8

4,4

4,4

-1,8

 Export [%, y/y]:

8,3

5,2

5,6

8,2

6,9

 Import [%, y/y]:

6,9

5,0

4,9

8,6

9,3

 Impact of export net
[pp.]:
GDP dynamics adjusted seasonally – Poland [% y/y]
Gross amounts on fixed assets (investments) [% y/y]
Private consumption [% y/y]

Stable level of consumption in Q1 2016 even the
minus dynamics of investments in economy for 2
years now

 Private consumption
[%, y/y]:

Comments:
 We are lowering the economy growth’s forecast for 0,2% this year, mostly because of less investments.
 Economy growth in next quarters will remain stable, which protects us from the externalshock.

Investments – why did they drop in Q1 2016 for 1,8% y/y after nearly two years of rising?
Comments:
Dynamics of construction-assembly production in Q1 2016 [y/y,
fixed prices, adjusted seasonally]
Special construction investments

Civil engineering buildings

Buildings construction

Investment of companies over 50 employees [PLN bln] – left axis
Actual dynamic of investments y/y – right axis

 Total gross costs onfixed assets in economy lowered over
1.8% y/y in Q1 2016, after the rise for 4,4% y/y w Q4
2015.
 It derives from approx. 20% of decrease of public
investments in Q1 as there was a break between next EU
perspectives. The constructrion and assembly production
structure in Q1 2016 shows a significant decrease in
infrastructural works, mainly concerning waste water
treatment or water supplies, where there was a high rate
of eurozone funds absorption.
 We may assume that private investments remained on
top but also slowed down: to 2,9% y/y in Q1 2016 from
4,7% y/y in Q4 2015.
 It is clear that what remain strong are small companies
investments(vide leasing market), as the inputs 50+
companies dropped in Q1 for 8,6% y/y. This drop results
from the high base of last year’s energetics and municipal
services (then the increase for 16,7% y/y and 53,3% y/y),
which means, in areas highly connected with eurozone
funds absorption.

Companies will continue to invest what was started in 2016, but for its acceleration we
need to wait till 2017.
The avarge level of capacity utilization (%) seasonally adjusted data – left axis
Gross expenditures of fixed assets (investments) – [% y/y] – right axis

Spendings of European Union Funds Budget in
Poland [based on ING Bank report]

Capacity utilization at the end of Q22016
was of 81,6% (+0,5p y/y), significantlly
above the long-term avarage

European funds budget spendings 2014-2020 (bln PLN)
European funds budget spendings 2007-2013 (bln PLN)

Comments:
 The boom reaserch accorging to National Bank of Poland
show that companies remain cautious towards planned
investments.
Index of new investments accord. To National bank of Poland
(seasonally adjusted data)

New investments in Q3 2016 would start of 22,6% of respondents. It’s
less over 2,2p than last year. According to seasonally adjusted data the
index of new investments is 22,6% (growth of 0,3p Q/Q). Still below
avarage around 26%

 The break in EU funds spending in 2016 will lower the local
governments and state investments, which will have an
impact on the whole economy. We will notice the EU funds
spending in the second half of 2017.
 I expect the dynamics of economy rate after -1,8% y/y in Q1
2016, would stand on approx. 2% y/ry in Q2 and in Q3, Q4
they would rate 3,5-5,0%. The total increase of investments
in economy would grow for 3,0% in 2016 and would be
correlated with about 7% increase of private investments.
The dynamics result from planned economy growth, good
enterprises condition and their usage of production capacity.

Forecast of main macroeconomic indicators

Indicator

2015

2016

GDP

3,6%

3,4%

Private consumption

3,1%

3,8%

Investments

5,8%

3,0%

Industrial production

4,9%

4,6%

Registered unemployment rate (at the
end of the year)

9,8%

8,7%

Export (in EUR)

6,8%

6,5%

1,50%

1,50%

Reference rate of National Bank of
Poland (at the end of the year)

Prognosis for Leasing
Industry

Forecasting of results – financing in total
Main forecast assumptions:

Total assets financed by
Leasing companies

 The dynamics of the leasing market in 2016 in line with the expected
increase in private investment. Stable economic growth will support
investment activities of companies.
 The market growth in 2016 is supported by:
o Light vehicles (better dynamics of new vehicles registration to 17,4%
this year from 9,4% in 2015, lucrative fiscal rules, strong domestic
demand and trade boom),
o Heavy vehicles (further exchange old cars to new ones according to
Euro 6 norm, help of eurozone, export growth and low oil prices,
protectionist measures in Germany and France on transport services
o Fonancing machines in leasing (correlated to the scenario for the
growth of Polish economy)

 The slowdown in spending of EU funds in 2016.
 Lower but stable level of financing argiculture machinery with loans in
2016. We assume the negative dynamics of this segment would stop from
-38,9% y/y in H1 to -2,7% in H2 2016. The impact on agro markets would
be visible in the second half of 2017.

 Further diversification of loan market, with decreasing influence of
argiculture machinery in movables financing with loans (35,6% in 2016
towards 44,8% in 2015 and 47,0% in 2014), and increasing influence of
vehicles (expected 39,8% this year towards 25,5% in 2015). the financing
of agriculture becomes increasingly independent of EU subsidies.
 Real estate financing will remain marginal in the total production of
leasing companies (1,6% share in 2016).

Forecasting results – leasing vs loans

Assets financed with
leasing

Assets financed with
loans

Appendix

Total number of assets financed by leasing companies

Assets financed with leasing

Assets financed with loans

Maszyny sfinansowane
Machines
financed withpożyczką
loans
Other

Sprzęt
medyczny
Medical
equipment
11%
11%

Building equipment 4%

Inne
MiUand
machines
12%12%
devices

Sprzęt budowlany
4%

Machines for
Maszyny
dla
food
industry
przemysłu
1%
spożywczego
1%

Maszyny
Machines do
for prod.
tw.
sztucznych
plastic
and metal i
treatment
obróbki 6%
metali
6%
Maszyny
Printing
machines 3%
poligraficzne
3%

Maszyny
Argiculturerolnicze
63%63%
machinery

Currency Structure of New Production on Leasing Market
Currency structure of new production –
movables

Currency structure of new production –
real estate
Leasing in PLN

Leasing in PLN

Leasing in foreign currency

Leasign in foregin currency

Comments:
 In 2016, similarly to previous years, financing in PLN prevailed within the structure of the new production for movables leasing.
 After a gradual increase in the share of leasing in foreign currency: from 16.0% in 2010 to 26.3% in 2012, the share fell to 23.6% in
2013 and 22.3% in 2014. The share of mobile assets financed in foreign currency amounted to 22.5% and it increased to 24,8% in H1
2015.
 In the case of loans this year share of the movables financing in foreign currency amounted to 22.2% from 20,2% in 2015. It was
higher than the result in the years 2012-2014 (on the level of 14,0%).
 The share of foreign currency in the financing of real estate leasing in H1 2015 amounted to 67.7%, which is much above avarage of
the years 2008-2015 amounting to 58,6%.

List of Polish Leasing Association Members
akf leasing Polska S.A.
Alior Leasing Sp. z o.o.
BNP Paribas Lease Group Sp. z o. o.
BZ WBK Leasing S.A.
Caterpillar Financial Services Poland Sp. z o. o.
De Lage Landen Leasing Polska S.A.
Deutsche Leasing Polska S.A.
Europejski Fundusz Leasingowy S.A.
Getin Leasing S.A.
Grupa Masterlease
Idea Leasing S.A.
IKB Leasing Polska Sp. z o. o.
Impuls-Leasing Polska Sp. z o. o.
ING Lease (Polska) Sp. z o. o.
Leasing Polski Sp. z o. o.
Mercedes-Benz Leasing Polska Sp. z o.o.

Millennium Leasing Sp. z o. o.
mLeasing Sp. z o. o.
NOMA 2 Sp. z o. o.
ORIX Polska S.A.
Pekao Leasing Sp. z o. o.
PKO Leasing S.A.
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Raiffeisen-Leasing Polska S.A.
Scania Finance Polska Sp. z o. o.
SG Equipment Leasing Polska Sp. z o.o.
SGB Leasing Sp. z o. o.
Siemens Finance Sp. z o. o.
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